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Plan for Week –
Australian Animals!

Task 1 – read ‘Wombat goes Walkabout’  - describing actions
Task 2 – Animal poems – read and perform
Task 3 – plan animal poem
Task 4 – write animal poem
Task 5 – decorate and perform your poem



SPaG – writing numbers as 
words

Use what you have learnt this week to write these number in 
words:

For example:       46    forty six

29

64

92

135



Australian Animal Poem

Today we are going to use our plans to write our Australian          
Animal poem.

We are going to write a counting poem like this one.

Read it through and think about what the Success Criteria will be.

One big, brown kangaroo jumping quickly across the outback

Two cute, cuddly koalas  silently chewing tasty gum leaves

Three darting, dashing dingoes howling loudly into the night sky

Four flapping, flying kookaburras swooping in the sky.



I can write an Australian Animal poem.

Success Criteria

I can use adjectives to describe each animal – big, brown kangaroo

I can use verbs and adverbs to describe what the animals do –

jumping quickly

I can describe where the animal is doing it – across the outback, in 

the clear, blue sky

I can spell number words correctly – one, two, three, four etc

I can start each sentence on a new line.



Use your plan 

Write about at least 4 animals. If you can do more then do!



My Australian Animal Poem

One white, feathery kookaburra glides silently through the clear 
blue sky.

Two small, brown wallabies hop and skip happily through the 
trees and bushes.

Three huge, green crocodiles snap angrily while swimming 
slowly in the muddy river.

Four tall, funny emus dash and dart in and out of the bush as the 
run quickly past.


